Digital collaboration leader’s online event to increase access and learning opportunities for all attendees
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Bluebeam Announces First Virtual XC
ON Anywhere Conference
Pasadena, CA. (August 10, 2021):Bluebeam, Inc., leading developer of
innovative technology solutions for the architectural, engineering and
construction (AEC) industries, proudly announces XCON Anywhere, an
immersive two-day virtual conference held online September 28-29, 2021,
with all sessions and lectures available on-demand for paid attendees.
The Bluebeam Extreme Conference (XCON) is
Bluebeam’s annual customer-focused event bringing together industry
leaders, data champions and process innovators to explore the latest

trends in digital construction, deepen their understanding of
Bluebeam’s solutions and gain knowledge that can be immediately
used on projects to improve outcomes.
XCON Anywhere is Bluebeam’s first ever
virtual XCON and is designed to take advantage of the virtual platform
to increase learning and access to presenters from top AEC
firms, while preserving the collaborative spirit of
the annual event. XCON Anywhere will feature all customer-led
lectures, multiple panel discussions, a special event with Fred Mills from
The B1M. and two keynote presentations from Bluebeam’s executive team;
one welcoming attendees and setting the tone for the conference, and a
second Product Keynote providing insight into Bluebeam’s vision for
solution development in 2021 and beyond. XCON Anywhere registration
is currently open, and Keynote Access only and Full Access passes are
available. Find more information about XCON Anywhere registration and
pricing here.
“It’s more meaningful than ever to get to welcome everyone back to XCON
this year, and we’re energized to be able to collectively share the
knowledge and lessons we’ve learned as an
industry through Bluebeam’s new XCON Anywhere online experience,”
said Jon Elliott, CEO of Bluebeam. “We are truly fortunate to have the
opportunity to host this virtual global gathering of focused,
innovative AEC professionals; to come together, learn from one another
and build on the successes we’ve achieved as team members,
companies, and as an industry over what may come to be seen as the most
transformative period in our industry’s history.”

Training lectures will be tailored for beginning, intermediate and advanced
users, and will focus on topics including collaborative constructability
reviews, supercharging government e-Plan approvals, elevating the
preconstruction process, eliminating time- consuming tasks with
automations and preparing your documents for use in the field. Find
the full list of XCON Anywhere sessions here.
The Bluebeam Extreme Awards, to be presented during XCON Anywhere, will
recognize the innovators shaping the future of the built
environment. Awards will be given out across 10 categories including

Project of the Year, Innovator of the Year, and the newly created Bluebeam
Impact Award. Previous winners have represented projects from AECOM,
Skanska, Sundt, Turner, Zachary, Gensler and over a dozen other leading
builders. You can find more information on the Bluebeam Extreme Awards
here.
Bluebeam is proud to have the support of our
XCON Anywhere corporate sponsors, which currently
include Vectorworks, Egnyte, Volanti Displays, iPlanTables.com and SDS2.
Find out more about XCON Anywhere sponsorships here.

About the Nemetschek Group
The Nemetschek Group is a pioneer for digital transformation in the AEC/O
industry. With its intelligent software solutions, it covers the entire lifecycle
of building and infrastructure projects and guides its customers into the
future of digitalization. As one of the leading corporate groups worldwide in
this sector, the Nemetschek Group increases quality in the building process
and improves the digital workflow of all those involved in the building
process. Customers can design, build and manage buildings more efficiently,
sustainably and resource-saving. The focus is on the use of open standards
(OPEN BIM). The portfolio also includes digital solutions for visualization, 3D
modeling, and animation. The innovative products of the 15 brands of the
Nemetschek Group in the four customer-oriented segments are used by
approximately six million users worldwide. Founded by Prof. Georg
Nemetschek in 1963, the Nemetschek Group today employs more than 3,000
experts.
Publicly listed since 1999 and quoted on the MDAX and TecDAX, the
company achieved revenue amounting to EUR 596.9 million and an EBITDA
of EUR 172.3 million in 2020.
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